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History
Bayrakdar ticaret was founded in 1985 in Istanbul. Bayrakdar ticaret is providing
customer value through sustainable solutions in Turkey. Our success is based on
a customer-centric vision. Flexible production is an indication of our professional
integrity in a world where technological transformation is very fast and the
exceptions of the customers change quickly.
We strive to support our customers' success in their markets, to give them a
competitive edge-through top reliability and quality, ease of doing bussiness,
constant innovation for greater eﬃciency and product diﬀerentiation and
hight-quality customer relations.With our know-how and qualiﬁed, experienced
staﬀ you can rely on us to fulﬁl all your demands.
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Clipband
Clipband
Bakery bags of bread package with the double wire clip allows
the end user to reach untouched.

Intended Use:
Rolls – to be used in semiautomatic and automatic clip closing machines manufactured.
(Hartmann, Jongerius Hanco, Ipeka, Optima, Hoba, etc. )

Uygulamalar:
Food industry (bakery, confectionery, nuts and dried fruit), candles, decorations, gardening.

Dimensions:
Clipband length in a roll:
600 m - wire diameter of 0.60 mm
500 m - wire diameter of 0.70 mm
500 m - wire diameter of 0.80 mm
Available Colours:
White, yellow, orange, red, green, blue, golden and others on request.

Packaging:
5 rolls per box, 24 or 30 boxes per pallet.
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Double Nose Wire & Mask Ties
Double Nose Wire & Mask Ties
The nose cable ties good ﬂexibility allows any of the users feel comfortable,
excellent shape makes users more conﬁdent.

Use:
Used as reinforcement in the production of nose, mouth and face
masks for medical and industrial purposes. Mask Ties can be
glued, sealed or otherwise integrated into masks. They provide a
comfortable and good ﬁt of the mask on the face.

Size:
Width: depending on speciﬁcations.
Cut lengths: from 50 mm to 750 mm.
On reels of 500 meter or more.

Colours:
White. Other colours on request.
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Twist Tie
Twist Tie
Plastic twist ties are used for more rugged and long lasting
bindings. Flexible, durable and removable, these plastic twist
ties are an inexpensive method of bag closure and tag attaching.
Single wire plastic twist ties are available in a variety of
lengths and colors. Available in rolls.

Use:
Twist ties plastic on reels or carton on reels can be used on all well known twist packing
or cable bundling machines,
Also avaible in cut lengths for manual application from 50 mm up to 600 mm.
To be used for closing bags with bakery, pastry, confectionery and noodle
products and in the agricultural-and horticultural sector.

Colours:
Available in various colours.
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Nose Wire & Mask Wire
Nose Wire & Mask Wire
Face mask manufacturer private nose wire Non-woven disposable
medical surgical face mask application ﬁeld.

Intended Use:
Will be put into surgical masks and medical masks in short
length, can be formed in any shape to match the face mask with
human face with less gap. Ask any width and thickness.

Application:
It's suitable for all kinds of face masks.

Available colours:
White, yellow, orange, red, green, blue, golden and others on request.

Packaging:
Depending on the lengths.
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Clip Ties
Clip Ties
Plastic CLIPBAND pre-cut pieces, reinforced with two wires placed along the edges.

Intended Use:
Intended for closing plastic bags by manual clamping of the pre-cut clipband piece.

Applications:
Food industry (bakery, confectionery, nuts and dried fruit, pasta), candles, decorations, gardening.

Dimensions:
Pre-cut piece length: 40 mm - 150 mm

Available Colours:
White, yellow, orange, red, green, blue, golden and others on request.

Packaging:
Depending on the lengths.
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104TW & Comipak
104TW & Comipak
The small and strong electrical twist-tying M104TW is innovative,
convenient, able to operate without compressed air and thus even
more adaptable to small laboratories. Equipped with display that
allows counting of the applied “twists”, it achieves speeds up to
40 bags/minute.
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M-408PL & Comipak
Clipping machine ﬂexible and simply to use which applies a plastic clip-band.
It is equipped with a large display that allowscounting of the applied clips
.Equipped with an alarm uponreaching the end of the clip reel.
Maximum speed up to 30 clips per minute.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Available in the following versions:
INK with ink printer;
DP with embossing printer.
HP with hot foil printer
Technical features

Clip Band Length:
500 veya 600 mt

Each Clip Band Produces:
12500 clip

Length Of Each Clip:
40mm, width 8mm
Available in white and many colors
Electric functioning

Air Consumption:
2,5lt/circle 6atm

Electric Consumption:
220V
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GPV40 IND & Comipak
Sturdy and reliable. The GPV40 clipping system can work independently…

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Production Capacity:
About 25/30 packs per minute.
Electro -pneumatic functioning

Air Consumption:

Minimum Distance Between The Device And The Cl
30 mm.

Closing Material:

Plastic clip 8 mm wide with two metal wires at the ends
0,6 or 0,7 or 0,8 mm

5 liters per cycle - 7 bar.

Overall Length Clip Reel :
Dimensions Of The Product:

500 or 600 m

Standard: 150 x 200 mm. (200x300 on request).

Minimum Height Of Product:
115 mm.

Maximum Height:
300 mm.

Clip Length:
40 mm. - Width clip 8 mm.
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